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Our  mission  is  to  provide  guidance ,  motivation ,  and  opportunity  to  up-and-  
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Letter from the 
President
BY  DELANEY  DEANGELIS

Dear PRSSA members, 

 

It’s been a great year for PRSSA! It’s been an honor to 

serve as your 2017-2018 chapter president. 

 

From agency tours to panel sessions to workshops 

and more, we’ve offered a variety of professional 

programming to our members this year. I hope 

you’ve found these opportunities helpful to advance 

your careers! I know our chapter can only get better 

from here, and I can’t wait to see where it goes. 

 

A huge thank you to the executive board–our chapter 

could not be successful without you. It’s been such a 

fun year, from attending PRSSA National Conference 

in Boston to all of the fundraisers, panels and agency 

tours. Almost all of us are graduating and I can’t wait 

to see where the industry takes us. 

 

Thank you to Salute Editor in Chief, Zack Termini, 

and PRSSA alumna Anjelica Dudek, for creating this 

edition of Salute! I know how much work it takes, but 

the outcome is always great. 

 

Once again, congratulations to the incoming 

executive board. The next year will be incredibly 

exciting and rewarding, and I know you all will do an 

amazing job! 

 

Best, 

Delaney DeAngelis  

 

 

2017-2018 Executive Board Members

President: 
Immediate Past President: 
VP of Internal Communication: 
VP of Professional Programming: 
Assistant Professional Programming Director: 
VP of Fundraising: 
Assistant Fundraising Director: 
VP of Membership Services: 
VP of Digital Media: 
VP of Social Media: 
Salute Editor-in-Chief: 
Salute Design Director:

Delaney DeAngelis 
Becca Cooper 
Nick Beaven 
Alex Leroux 
Joelle Kruczek 
Shannon McNamara 
Rachel-Ann Jones 
Alissa Demos 
Olivia Pearson 
MacKenzie Zoschnick 
Zack Termini 
Anjelica Dudek
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A DAY WITH RAY
BY JAMIE BIGELOW

At 1 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 20, Wayne State 

PRSSA members and students in Professor 

Najor’s class met at Manoogian Hall to hear from 

public relations professional Ray Day. Day 

worked at Ford Motor Company for 28 years and 

said that over the years, he has served in every 

major communications role there. He said his job 

varied so much, he feels like he’s had multiple 

careers in one company. 

 

Day recently left Ford and will be starting his 

new career as the chief communications officer 

at IBM in Mid-December. During the 

presentation, Day educated students about the 

future of public relations, gave helpful advice, 

and provided his own definition regarding public 

relations. 

 

Day started off by saying he usually calls public 

relations, communications; because that’s what 

public relations professionals do. Day says his 

vision of communications is to improve 

reputation among all target audiences. 

Reputation was defined as the sum of all 

stakeholders’ perception of a company. He says if 

a company has good performance, behavior, and 

public relations professionals, it will have a good 

reputation; which is very important. 

 

In relation to this, Day says communications are  

constantly changing. Therefore, public relations 

professionals constantly have to improve their 

skills. He believes in five years, there will be an  

end to all written word. Day claims that written 

news releases will be obsolete and that all news 

in the future will be in the form of video with no 

sound. People want to be able to watch a video 

anytime, anywhere; so the future of videos will 

just have subtitles. He claims that this form of 

media is what the people want and it will also 

save money on production costs. 

 

Last but not least, Day gave some helpful advice 

for future communication professionals. He listed 

seven things they should do. He says to make 

sure you are passionate about public relations as 

a lifestyle, become an expert in at least one 

communication skill, be flexible and constantly 

willing to change, make strong storytelling and 

writing your hallmarks, never pay attention to 

your title, always practice positive leadership, and 

always have a plan “B.” 

 

These are just some of the many topics Ray Day 

talked about during his presentation. It was a 

great opportunity for those attending and I’m 

sure many students, along with myself, are 

grateful to have the chance to learn from such a 

highly experienced and knowledgeable 

professional. 



W H Y  I S  M E N T O R I N G  I M P O R T A N T ?
B Y  J E F F  A TK I N S  &  AMY  L A FN EAR

They can help you build your network. 
Getting started in the field, even after internships, often means you are not yet well-connected. You 
have hopefully developed a few good connections through internships and related work, but it’s likely 
that you have a lot of room to grow. That’s perfectly fine – growing is the name of the game when 
you’re getting started. But a mentor can make that growth quicker and more efficient. 
 
They can provide guidance when you don’t know where to turn. 
Not sure where to look for an internship? Not having a great experience at your current internship and 
could use some advice on how to handle that? A mentor can most certainly help with those and 
many other aspects of professional development. If your mentor works in media relations, ask if you 
can tag along to a news segment or attend a professional development workshop together. This is an 
opportunity to meet the people they already know, and use your interpersonal skills to foster new 
relationships. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
together, polished up, and ready to go can be time-consuming (and exhausting). You may be 
surprised at the errors that can slip by when you’ve looked at something a thousand times. 
Sometimes, all you need is someone else to give it a read-through and provide feedback. An 
experienced mentor can review the items from a place of experience, providing feedback based on 
real-world experiences in the field. 
 
They will push you when you may not be pushing yourself. 
Sometimes, the inner voice of self-doubt that we all have can be strong. If you listen to it, you will 
most certainly miss out on opportunities that you should’ve pursued, but didn’t. Those opportunities 
might include scholarship applications, internships or even full-time jobs. A good mentor wants to 
see you succeed, and they will encourage you to go after things you otherwise wouldn’t have pursued 
because they know you can do it.  
 
The more experience you get as a PR pro, the more confidence you will build up. When you’ve built up 
that confidence, be sure to pay it forward and mentor those who are just getting their start. Giving 
back is one of the most rewarding things you can do; both for yourself and for those around you. 

We can hardly believe that it’s been four years since we graduated from Wayne State’s PR program. 

It’s cliché, but time really does fly. In the years since, we’ve stayed involved, as have many alumni in 

the area who like to give back and help the next generation succeed. We’ve always been nostalgic, 

valuing memories and past experiences. The memory of being students near graduation – not quite 

sure where we were going next, or how we’d get established as a PR pro – was something that we 

remember well. One of the best things you, a PR student, can do for yourself is to find a mentor, or 

even several mentors, to help you get started professionally. Here are a few reasons why: 

When you choose a mentor, choose someone who has 

experience in an area you are interested in, whether that be 

media relations, internal communications, a specific industry, 

or any other criteria. In many cases, this person has “been 

there, done that” and can not only help you navigate your 

current challenges but also set you up for a more successful 

future.  

 

They're a second set of (experienced) eyes. 

When you're applying for internships or jobs, you'd be wise to 

have a portfolio of work samples available, and your resume 

should be the best that it's ever been. Getting all of these 
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DTE Agency Tour
Engaging with the Community & Employees

BY  MACKENZIE  ZOSCHNICK

always have workers out and about fixing poles or 

power lines. Justice says DTE is always trying to 

better communicate to the employees the best 

ways to get back engagement. DTE assisted in 

the Beacon Park opening in Downtown Detroit, 

and their main goal was planning on how to 

engage with the entire community and everyone 

that was involved in this. Another thing talked 

about at this tour was the term ‘metrics’ - being 

able to measure everything you do when you are 

communicating and how employees react when 

you do something is part of this. 

 

After leaving DTE Energy that day, I realized how 

important communication is to everyone who 

works here, and I will be taking the information I 

learned with me throughout my career and 

experiences I am yet to have. 

On February 6, Wayne State PRSSA students got a 

behind the scenes look at DTE Energy, when they 

took a tour of the headquarters location in 

Downtown Detroit. While touring DTE and 

hearing from various individuals who work there, 

one thing seemed certain: communications is 

vital to everyone at DTE. DTE is always trying to 

come up with ways to better communicate with 

their employees. Students heard from Sallie 

Justice, senior communications specialist at DTE 

Energy, who said that “making sure your 

employees are happy and engaged is super 

important.” Justice also mentioned that 

understanding the certain kinds of 

communication to give to employees is 

important.  

 

Since DTE is an electric service company, they 



On Tuesday, October 17, successful and energetic 

public relations professional Mort Meisner came to 

speak to a group of students about the development of 

his career.  Mr. Meisner’s dynamic career speaks to the 

value of his advice. 

 

He began by giving everyone in attendance three of his 

business cards, which helped introduce his own firms: 

Mort Meisner & Associates and GROW Cannabis 

Marketing. Mort Meisner Associates places talent in the 

news, weather, and sports, and GROW Cannabis 

Marketing provides public relations and marketing 

resources to developing cannabis businesses. 

 

His businesses, as well as Mr. Meisner’s history as a rock 

promoter, reporter and Emmy award winner, display 

the versatility of public relations as a profession. He 

describes public relations as “doing something good 

and getting credit for it,” and suggests that pre- 

professionals and professionals alike are smart about 

who they work with and how they work for them. 

 

Mr. Meisner’s discussion was purposefully tailored to 

the goals of the students, and he used his personal 

business experience to give well-founded advice about 

the journalism and public relations industries in both 

arenas. He advocated for persistence, relationship 

building and gaining valuable and relevant experience 

early as his key tips for productive career building. 

Being open about honest achievements is also one of 

his interview tips, along with honesty, engaged body 

language, a positive attitude, and keeping calm. 

 

Certainly, he worked very hard to develop his personal 

career, and he says anyone who isn’t willing to do the 

same might not be meant for the industry. Mr. Meisner 

is respected for his ethical conduct in his business and 

told students that it is never too late to do the right 

thing—whether it be acting morally in business practice 

or gaining relevant job experience. 

 

To find out more about Mort Meisner, check out 

www.mortmeisner.com or www.grow- 

cannabismarketing.com. 

Meeting Meisner
BY  ALEX  BURGEL

Former PRSSA President Gives Aid to Puetro Rico

Wayne State alumna and former president of the school’s Public Relations Students Society of America, (PRSSA) 
Amanda Knaebel found herself in Puerto Rico earlier this year with her current employer, DTE Energy. 
Knaebel traveled alongside a crew of DTE employees whose job was to restore power to Puerto Rico, which was hit by 
a hurricane causing a major blackout. 
 
While in Puerto Rico, Knaebel’s goal was to talk with locals and share their stories with fellow DTE employees, 
customers, and her local community. Much of this was covered in a blog she created for her experience. 
A challenge that Knaebel faced during her trip was connectivity. With most of Puerto Rico still without power, 
Knaebel could not turn to her usual tactics for staying connected. 
 
“We are so used to depending on social media,” Knaebel explained. 
 
Despite many challenges, Knaebel was able to use her background in public relations to aid her in sharing her 
experiences in Puerto Rico. Through hands-on experience she gained from Wayne State’s curriculum, Knaebel was 
prepared to capture the story of Puerto Rico’s natives regardless of the circumstance, and that is exactly what she did. 
 
“I joined this mission expecting to play a small role," Knaebel said in her "Behind Our Mission" blog post for DTE. 
“Instead, I touched peoples' lives not by fixing their power, but by building stories that shared messages of hope, 
inspiration and the common good of people.” 
 
For more stories on the DTE crew’s Puerto Rico efforts, visit empoweringmichigan.com/poweringPR.  
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It is crucial that PR pre-professionals are well 

versed in being "tradigital." This take on public 

relations is all about understanding the values of 

traditional PR practices but also knowing how to 

interact, connect and share information in the 

ever-growing digital setting of social media. As a 

PR professional, you can stay in control of your 

brand’s reputation by encouraging awareness of 

what people are saying about your brand across a 

variety of social platforms. Thirty percent of 

tweets containing company names DON’T include 

the company’s Twitter handle. 

 

Social media IS NOT a PR strategy alone; it is 

merely a tool used to optimize your media 

outreach efforts. A successful strategy is built 

around targeting the right people, with the right 

messages, at the right time. In order to better 

harness the power of social media, follow these 

tips: 

 

Monitor Conversations 

Monitoring conversations on social allows 

 you to understand who is initiating and 

participating in the conversation, where the 

conversation is happening and when people are 

liking, sharing and commenting the most around 

your brand. 

 

Performance Tracking 

Tracking competitive brand performance on 

social media enables your brand to improve its 

brand positioning. Your brand is able to see how 

people compare it to its competitors, providing 

Social Listening
BY  OL IV IA  PEARSON insight about where it fits in its industry. Effective 

sentiment analysis allows your brand to amplify 

messaging that is receiving the most positive 

feedback and take corrective action towards 

negative feedback. Addressing threats and 

opportunities in real-time keeps observers 

interested in what your brand has in store for the 

future. 

 

Listen & Engage 

Listening and engaging in what’s being said about 

your brand helps to demonstrate its customer 

service and influence purchasing and decision- 

making processes. Jay Baer suggests turning 

haters into brand advocates by noticing customer 

complaints early on. Listening to your audience on 

social and analyzing certain behaviors can help 

your brand convey the right message at the right 

time. 

 

This requires you to go beyond watching who and 

what shows up in your notifications. There are still 

people out there talking about your brand who 

aren’t tagging it in every post or update. Once you 

have established your brand as an active 

participant in these conversations, you will see an 

increase in your tagged mentions and your 

audience will anticipate your engagement. 

He talked with us about the ‘cool benefits’ of having a powerful profile, and how having the right information on your LinkedIn can 

make all the difference. Johnson also says that “talent is key and links talent to opportunity.” 

 

Anna Nicole is the sales manager for LinkedIn Detroit, and she spoke with us about the importance of putting accomplishments on 

your profile and being specific with such accomplishments. When doing this, there are six main key points that you want to list. 

Number one is your education and talking about the classes that you took and what you did in these classes. Your photo is also an 

important part of your profile as it’s one of the first things that a future co-worker or potential boss is going to see. Just make sure 

that your photo is as professional as you can get it. 

 

Anna went on to talk about the importance of listing your volunteer experience, your top skills, and lastly examples of work you 

have accomplished. This can be done by uploading videos and presentations that you have made. Anna also went over how busy 

we are as college students, which was very relatable; keeping up our grades and staying involved are just a couple of the things we 

are all juggling. 

 

Knowing where to start is half of the battle, and LinkedIn is a great foundation to start with. Overall LinkedIn put on a great 

workshop filled with awesome tips for mastering the perfect profile, and I can’t wait to begin making my profile even better! 

Talent is Key: LinkedIn Takes 
on Downtown Detroit By Mackenzie 

Zoschnick

LinkedIn Detroit just opened their new office in Downtown Detroit. They 

hosted the “Rock Your Profile” event in October for Wayne State. Despite only 

just opening, they already had so much to share with college students. 

LaRon Johnson, who is the head of LinkedIn Detroit, opened the workshop. 

Connect with Us!

/WSUPRSSA | @WSUPRSSA



Conference
2018 - Boston

National

The PRSSA National Conference was held in Boston this year and was not only extremely fun but 
extremely beneficial. This city was an amazing venue for the conference, with a multitude of things to 

do and see when not at a presentation--including the food! 
 

At National Conference, you are surrounded by like-minded people — your peers — who are all trying to 
figure life out, just like you. I got to bond with my chapter, meet tons of new people, make lots of new 
friends, see a new city, learn from established professionals and learn about myself. I felt so welcomed, 

encouraged, happy and educated during and after the event. 
 

For any public relations, communications or journalism students thinking about attending National 
Conference, do it. This was the first conference I’ve ever been to, and I wish I had gone every single year. 
National Conference was the experience of a lifetime for me and I learned so much. I shed tears at two 
presentations, laughed at least once during all of them, was captivated by the information I learned 

from them and could not get enough. 
 

For any professional, organization or business thinking about sponsoring or donating to allow students 
to go to National Conference, do it. Thank you to our donors, including the Wayne State CFPCA and the 

PR community who helped fund our travels--I hope they know how grateful I am for their efforts! 

BY  ALEX  LEROUX
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More than 200 public information officers and public 

relations professionals from around the state attended 

The PIO and the Right to Know: 2018 Communications 

Summit at Wayne State University. The program was 

focused on expert methods of communication and 

how to best handle every aspect of a crisis. The event 

gathered the best and brightest from municipalities, 

education, automotive, healthcare, and other vital 

industries, to share their experiences from global to 

national and local crises. 

 

Here are three key insights when dealing with a crisis: 

 

1. Transparency builds credibility 

Keynote speaker and former FEMA administrator under 

the Obama administration, Craig Fugate shared tips on 

how he gained his reputation for being “the calmest 

guy in the room,” and started with how he maintains 

public confidence by being transparent. 

 

First and foremost, it’s about looking at the public as a 

resource and empowering them. The public has the 

right to know what’s happening, so they can make an 

informed choice on how to respond to threats to their 

families, homes, businesses, and communities. 

 

As communicators, we can help them by choosing 

community-centric words and listening to their 

reactions and concerns before delivering messages. For 

instance, using words like "survivor" rather than 

"victim," and focusing on safety, security, and 

stabilization. 

 

Another point Fugate stressed is to avoid speaking in 

absoluteness and reassurance because nothing is 

certain during a crisis. As a communicator, 

acknowledging uncertainty and sharing reliable 

information as soon as it is available helps build 

credibility with the public. 

 

2. Either you own your story, or your story will own 

you. 

Take for example how the city of Toledo took control of 

the story to regain the public’s trust during its water 

crisis. Regular updates and information were shared as 

soon as it became available – either through talking 

points for call centers, media releases, events and 

interviews or FAQ documents on its website. Then the 

city continued to build trust with its public by 

developing a water quality dashboard, posting test 

results and regularly hosting community presentations 

to inform the public of improvements. 

Crisis Communication Essentials 
from PIO Pros BY  OL IV IA  PEARSON

Trust is something you never want to lose, but 

transparently providing the facts and acknowledging 

the problem helps to ease concerns and earn that trust 

back. 

 

Yet how do you make the media your friend, instead of 

an enemy? In a panel composed of journalists, Vickie 

Thomas of WJR, Amy Lange of Fox 2 News and James 

David Dickson of The Detroit News discussed how 

most of the time journalists are just looking for 

confirmation of information they’ve already received. 

Lange told communicators, “if you would like to 

attempt to control the narrative at all, do it right 

away.” 

 

Journalists are competing for the scoop and will run 

the story with or without your comment in emerging 

news situations. Even if you’re not cleared to share 

every detail, it’s important to tell journalists enough to 

get in front of the issue. This also prevents journalists 

from using less accurate sources or painting you or 

your company in a bad light at the beginning of a 

potential crisis. 

 

3. Utilize social media (or not) 

Social media is a vital component of crisis recovery. It's 

an effective way to minimize the impact of false 

information and control the narrative. It helps 

communicators meet people where they are – online. 

Dr. Rebecca Harris-Burns, global head of social 

expertise at General Motors, shared the best ways to 

survive and thrive on social. 

 

The best way to master social is to “listen and learn,” 

says Burns, and get your team on the same strategic 

page. Case-in-point: Chevrolet’s playful take-back of 

the hashtag #technologyandstuff, which allowed the 

brand to flip the narrative around this spokesperson 

“blooper.” With 1.4 billion mentions of this incident on 

social, GM was on social listening and was quickly able 

to respond and develop a creative campaign that 

steered the message in a positive direction. 

 

Over the course of four days, it had generated nearly 

24,000 unique conversations using the hashtag 

#technologyandstuff, resulting in 63 million 

impressions and trending stature. Chevy was able to 

capture 70% of conversations around its trucks and 

generated over $5 million in earned media exposure. 

Now that’s a perfect example of how to make social 

work for you.  



Van Dyke Horn 
Agency Tour

Make an Impression
BY  RACHEL -ANN  JONES

However, in your resumé, it’s not always clear how 

you can add value to the company. That’s why a 

cover letter can set you apart and allow you to be 

chosen over the individual without one. One of 

the last pieces of advice from Mr. Van Dyke was to 

never stop learning. As PR students, we hear this 

time and time again: keep updated on new 

trends in the industry. Learning a new skill such 

as coding or videography can help to set you 

apart in the job seeking process. 

 

Other aspects of the tour included meeting the 

other PR professionals as well as enjoying light 

refreshments. We had the opportunity to meet 

PR legend Bob Berg and learn about how the 

agency, previously Berg Muirhead and Associates, 

was founded. Mr. Berg even stayed after the tour 

to answer questions and give advice to us. 

 

Overall, the tour was enlightening. I learned new 

things and had lessons I learned in the classroom 

reinforced at the tour. I was able to gain a greater 

sense of what it will be like as a public relations 

specialist as well as the pace of agency life. If you 

are a public relations major and haven’t 

experienced a tour yet, you should. The lessons 

you learn are invaluable. 

A highlight of joining PRSSA in 2015 was the 

agency tours. The ability to gain insight from PR 

professionals and what they look for in potential 

hires was very important to me. I wanted to get a 

head start on becoming the best I could be upon 

graduation. This year, I was able to attend the Van 

Dyke Horn agency tour. While on the tour, I was 

able to learn about the history of the agency, the 

current CEO and Wayne State alumnus and get 

some helpful tips to keep in mind when applying 

for internships and jobs.   

 

The CEO of Van Dyke Horn, Peter Van Dyke, sat 

down with us to discuss the history of the agency. 

He gave us background on the founders, their 

extensive involvement in the city of Detroit, and 

his humble beginnings in public relations. He also 

explained to us the importance of making a 

memorable impression. Setting a memorable 

impression can be done in several 

ways including sending a handwritten thank you 

card or a quick email after an interview. 

 

Another way is including a cover letter discussing 

how you can help the agency. This is extremely 

important because employers know why you’re 

applying to their company. 
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I had no idea that my PR capstone course experience would find me and four of my best PR friends on “Team 

Diaper," creating a grassroots campaign for Metropolitan Detroit Diaper Bank, a non-traditional, non-profit 

company that provides disenfranchised populations with diapers.  This semester project allowed us to put 

everything we learned (and hadn’t yet learned) into practice. It has been perhaps the most challenging yet 

exhilarating project of our academic career – but also the most rewarding. Funded by the Ford Community 

Corp. as a service learning partnership, Metropolitan Detroit Diaper Bank and Team Diaper got busy. 

  

Our first client meeting took place at the Metropolitan Detroit Diaper Bank’s (MDDB) headquarters - a storage 

unit on the fourth floor of the U-Haul building in Midtown. That’s when we met Ms. V. (Veronica Clayborne), 

executive director and founder of MDDB. She would soon become our favorite person. 

  

What began as a business in her basement, Ms. V. shared that she recently teamed up with the Detroit Lions 

and that Huggies just donated 100,000 diapers to her organization and there was going to be a press 

conference in two weeks. Lauren, Sydney, Emily, Alex and I had our work cut out for us. 

  

This event allowed us to work alongside a senior professional at Edelman, the Meijer communication team, a 

representative from Kimberly-Clark, the National Diaper Bank Network PR person, as well as photographers and 

bloggers. Later that same day, we worked with Rev. Sheffield, who wanted to use his network to help Ms. V. get 

donated diapers and continued sponsorships. Rev. Sheffield invited Team Diaper to present to his audience of 

clergy, business owners, and nonprofit organizations. We also created branding tools such as fact sheets, 

business cards, executive biographies, potty training guides and more. We are currently working on a script for 

a radio commercial that will be aired on Rev. Sheffield's radio show. 

 

Working with Ms. V. and the Metropolitan Detroit Diaper Bank launched our professional careers. It required us 

to apply all we learned in the PR major to a real client who was making a real difference in her community. We 

will carry this experience, and Ms. V, with us through the rest of our professional careers. 

Team Diaper: Working with the 
Metropolitan Detroit Diaper Bank
BY  JOELLE  KRUCZEK



Not many college seniors are able to walk across 
the graduation stage with a full-time job lined up 
the next day. Angela Meriedeth graduated from 
WSU in December 2017 with a public relations 
degree and numerous internship experiences. In 
2016, she began her journey at Lambert Edwards 
and Associates (LE&A) where she interned for 
almost two years before being hired as a public 
relations associate.   
 
LE&A is one of the nation’s top-20 investor 
relations firms and is Michigan’s only statewide 
public relations firm with offices in Detroit, 
Lansing and Grand Rapids. When Meriedeth 
began her experience at LE&A, the Detroit office 
only had about seven employees. 
 
“Internally it was a family-like system,” Meriedeth 
explained. “Now, we are up to about 20 people in 
the Detroit office with not only traditional PR 
people, but social media, web developers, and 
business development. So it has been great to be 
in such a collaborative environment.” 
 
When Meriedeth began her internship in 2016, 
LE&A mentioned the firm was possibly looking to 
hire a public relations associate upon her 
graduation, but could not give her a definite 
answer due to the budget and space constraints 
of the Detroit office at the time. However, by 
October 2017, a few short months before her set 
graduation date, the firm gave her an official offer 
as a full-time associate. She accepted. 
 
“Although I had worked here full-time as in intern 
in the summers, nothing compares to being a full- 
time employee,” Meriedeth explained. 
 
She added, “The biggest transition for me was the 
accountability-instead of always checking with 
someone for every task, I started to have to hold 
my own, which was, and is, a good challenge.” 
 
According to Meriedeth, the best part about being 
a full-time employee is not having to juggle being 
a student. She used to have to go to class 
immediately after work, study for tests on her 
lunch break, and worry about homework on the 
weekends. 
 
As a full-time employee at LE&A, Meriedeth’s 
primary duty is keeping positive, long-lasting 
relationships with her clients. She is on seven 
different account teams that require her to 
provide a variety of material. Through her 
experience, Meredith has developed a sense of 
independence that she did not have as an intern. 
 
“As an intern, for the most part, you are doing 
work as it comes to you, across all account teams 
in the agency," she explained. "You often times are 
doing media list building or award list building 
that take time but aren’t necessarily challenging. 
As a full-time employee, it is less task by task and 
more the ebbs and flows of each client,” 

Angela Meriedeth: From 
Intern to Full-Time Employee
BY  SHANNON  MCNAMARA

Meriedeth is immensely grateful for the 
opportunities LE&A has given her throughout 
the last two years, both inside the office and 
out. She has had the opportunity to build 
lasting relationships with her co-workers due to 
the work environment the public relations firm 
has created. 
 
“We have a committee internally dedicated to 
our work culture, that ensures that this is a 
comfortable and fun environment to work in, 
while still busting our butts for our clients. We 
have potlucks, our own office March madness - 
we have a basketball court - and events ever so 
often where we can get out of the office and 
team bond,” the proud LE&A employee 
explained. 
 
As a student at Wayne State University, 
Meriedeth took advantage the public relations 
and Public Relations Students Society of 
America (PRSSA) platform to get her name into 
the public relations industry. PRSSA provided 
many different services for her and eventually 
aided her in landing internships in the public 
relations field.   
 
Now an associate at Michigan’s only statewide 
public relations firm, she has begun to pave a 
road for a positive and successful career in 
public relations. 
 
“I see the future of LE&A growing a lot as we 
continue to get large, key clients and build our 
team not only in our three offices but in other 
states. For myself I'm not sure, I'm looking to 
really immerse myself in my clients and get 
over some learning curves to do my best,” 
Meriedeth said. 
 
“Internally, the best part about LE&A is the 
people. I have real mentors and friends here 
that go beyond nine to five,” she added. “But we 
are all in PR so we also know a work day is 
never really nine-five.” 
 
LE&A offers internships every semester for 
enrolled students working towards a public 
relations, journalism or communications 
degree. Read more about LE&A’s internship 
program at https://lambert- 
edwards.com/careers/ 
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WDET 
Agency Tour

A Future in Radio
BY  LAUREN  VAN  HAAREN

subject lines or ones that imply there is an 

existing relationship if one hasn’t been 

established yet. 

 

To capture the interest of readers and journalists, 

he stresses the importance of researching the 

media outlets and journalists before sending 

pitches. Also, once a pitch has been sent, it is 

incredibly important to be available to answer 

questions a journalist might have. Public relations 

professionals should always be available. 

 

Even after hours of creating the perfect pitch, 

sometimes they still get buried amongst the mass 

emails journalists receive. Although it may be a 

creative pitch and an interesting angle, the stories 

that impact the most people will be the ones who 

receive coverage. Keeping this in mind, Jerome 

recommends that students get used to rejection. 

 

Through experience and internships, pre- 

professionals will not only learn what works for 

them, but what does not as well–all which Jerome 

said is equally important. He said this will help 

students be certain of the path and direction they 

want to follow, for it won’t be an easy road to get 

there. 

 

Jerome left students with these final words of 

advice: "Have determination, be persistent, and 

have perseverance.” 

WDET opened its doors to Wayne State students 

in the public relations and journalism programs. 

Jerome Vaughn, News Director & Host of “All 

Things Considered” guided students through the 

station, offering insight and advice to students 

interested in a career or internship. 

 

As a Detroit native and someone who has been 

with WDET since 1992, Jerome serves as an 

excellent mentor. He runs the news internship 

program, providing opportunities for students 

who desire a future in public radio. 

 

Throughout the tour, Jerome introduced the 

students to the many people who make up the 

working parts of WDET. From social media and 

event planning, to campaigns and fundraising, 

students gained insight into the possible career 

choices in their future. 

 

Through his experience in broadcast journalism, 

Jerome has created relationships with many 

public relations practitioners, some exceeding 

over 20 years. These relationships have provided 

Jerome with valuable advice for future PR 

professionals. After the tour, Jerome opened up a 

roundtable discussion between himself and 

students. 

 

As someone who receives hundreds of emails 

daily, Jerome recommends not using generic  



From a prestigious position with the Ilitch family to 

philanthropic work with The Guidance Center, public 

relations professional Alexander Sebastian got his start at 

Wayne State University where he served as a founding 

member of the school’s pre-professional group, PRSSA. 

Sebastian was the first ever editor of Wayne State PRSSA’s 

annual newsletter, which is now known as “Salute.” 

 

“Back then the newsletter was print only,” said Sebastian. 

“We would type up the content on manual typewriters, find 

some clip art and glue everything together. It was very 

hokey, but we thought we were snazzy.” 

 

Sebastian spent his time as a student at Wayne State from 

1981 to 1985 where he studied print journalism with a focus 

in public relations at a time when public relations was not 

offered as its own degree. He enjoyed the fact that many of 

his professors taught classes while also working in the field. 

 

“Wayne State offers a great level of connectivity to the 

professional world,” said Sebastian. “It was nice to know 

that my instructors were often leaving their news desks to 

come teach the courses I was taking.” 

 

In addition to the professors, Sebastian admires the 

positive effect Wayne State University has on the Detroit 

community. 

Alexander Sebastian: 
Salute's First Editor
BY  ZACK  TERMIN I

“Wayne was an urban pioneer for the City of Detroit before the rebuild became popular, and continues to 

develop the city today,” said Sebastian. 

 

After graduating from Wayne State, Sebastian gained experience in a public relations agency which led him to 

the corporate world. He spent eight years doing media relations for Little Caesars until he became a key 

spokesperson for Ilitch Holdings; working directly with the Ilitch family. Sebastian spent another eight years 

with Ilitch Holdings. 

 

When work became increasingly demanding and often overwhelming, his time with the Ilitch family came to its 

end. As an avid nonprofit enthusiast, Sebastian moved on from corporate America and is now the Director of 

Communications and Philanthropy at The Guidance Center, a nonprofit organization that helps children, adults, 

and families in need. 

 

“I am thankful for my 16 years with the Ilitch family,” said Sebastian. “Although my position now has a smaller 

salary, it is much more rewarding and I am infinitely happier.” 

 

Sebastian has worked in the public relations field for over 30 years after his graduation from Wayne State but 

continues to be involved with the school where he produced most of his work on typewriters. He has a 

particular interest in students in his field and a passion for giving back to the community that raised him. 

Sebastian may be seen around Wayne State’s campus mentoring students and attending PRSSA events. He 

leaves public relations students with seasoned advice: 

 

“Be confident and compassionate,” said Sebastian. “Become the best writer you can be and always volunteer 

when you have opportunities to help.” 
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Fundraising
EFFORTS

During the 2017-2018 school year, PRSSA hosted three food fundraisers at Traffic Jam Snug, Atwater 

Brewery and Blaze Pizza in Royal Oak. Funds raised here were used to create promotional signs to 

bring awareness to our organization on campus and our newly designed website. 

 

PRSSA hosted two headshot fundraisers, one per semester. The headshot fundraiser allowed 

members as well as other WSU students to obtain professional headshots at an affordable price. The 

price of the professional headshot was $10 and over 30 students participated. 

 

PRSSA ended the year with two bake sales. The bake sales took place on two nationally recognized 

days. The first bake sale took place on National Compliment Day. Members sold bake goods and 

handed out compliment cards to students in Wayne State University’s Student Center. The second 

bake sale took place on February 27th, which is National Strawberry Day. All baked goods sold at 

this event included strawberries. Strawberry cupcakes, brownies, cookies, and brownie bites were 

just a few items sold.  The funds that were raised will go to next year’s budget. 



Marx Layne 
Agency Tour

The Layne of Success
BY  RACHEL -ANN  JONES

takes the content she finds online made by 

customers and helps resolves any potential 

issues that may arise. On top of that, she also 

plans and executes social media campaigns for 

her clients when needed. 

 

Leslie Pardo, who is senior vice president with the 

company, spoke to us about several accounts she 

has worked on involving crisis communication. 

Leslie has an interesting advantage in her 

position. Leslie went to school to become a 

lawyer and has actually taken and passed her bar 

exam. She decided to take a different route and 

began working at Marx Layne over 18 years ago. 

Leslie explained to us that when she is dealing 

with the crisis for her client, she always looks at 

the situation from a legal standpoint and makes 

decisions based off of her knowledge from law 

school. 

 

We then met with the Account Assistant, Ashley 

Veenstra, who happened to be an alumna of 

Wayne State. Ashley started with Marx Layne as 

an intern and got hired within the company after 

graduation. She described the ins and outs of 

their intern program and explained how 

demanding it is. She told us that even though the 

internship is difficult, it was very rewarding. 

Ashley stated that she learned a great deal from 

her internship with them. 

 

It was very clear that the team at Marx Layne 

made sure we had a very versatile experience. The 

overall tour was very educational with a lot of 

information to take with us and to apply to our 

future careers. 

On Tuesday, Dec. 5, Marx Layne graciously 

allowed Wayne State PRSSA members to 

tour its facilities. David Stoyka, account supervisor 

at Marx Layne, started off the session by giving us 

his personal history at the company. He is a 

veteran in the field with over 18 years of 

experience under his belt. He shared his future 

career plans along with how he got his start in 

the PR world. David also shared with us how Marx 

Layne came to be.  To our surprise, it was started 

by Michael Layne and the late Fred Marx in a 

basement back in 1987, where they grew their 

company into the success it is today. 

We had the pleasure of meeting Michael Layne 

and had the opportunity to pick his brain. He 

spoke to us about how much the PR world has 

changed since he started in the field. He painted 

a visual picture of how his office used to look like 

a scene out of the series, “Mad Men.” He described 

people working on typewriters and smoking at 

their desks. Michael then asked each of us our 

name, year and plans for the future. Genuinely 

interested, he gave honest feedback and 

discussed his own personal involvement with our 

interests. It was truly a rare experience. 

 

Lynn Haliburton, social media, PR/marketing 

specialist, discussed what she does within her 

position at Marx Layne.  Besides specializing in 

social media at the company, she has clients that 

she works with and helps them manage their 

social media accounts. Lynn talked about how 

she scans keywords about her client's company 

on social media, whether it is a complaint, a 

question or general talk. She told us how she  
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ANNOUNC ING OUR

2018 SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS 

THE  RENEE  M .  ABRAHAM-HARRIES  MEMORIAL  
ENDOWED  SCHOLARSHIP  IN  PUBLIC  RELATIONS

Chanel Taylor

STUDENTS  WHO 'VE  SHOWN  DEDICAT ION  TO  THE IR  

STUDIES  &  THE  F IELD  OF  PUBL IC  RELAT IONS

THE  JEANNINE  GREGORY  MEMORIAL  ENDOWED  
SCHOLARSHIP  IN  PUBLIC  RELATIONS

Jamie Bigelow & Alex Burgel 

MICHAEL  AND  JUDY  LAYNE  ANNUAL   
SCHOLARSHIP  IN  COMMUNICATION

Tega Orhorhoro & Olivia Pope 

THE  BERG  MUIRHEAD  SCHOLARSHIP  FOR   
PUBLIC  RELATIONS  STUDENT  ADVANCEMENT

Elise LaPointe 

PRSA  DONALD  D .  DUROCHER  SCHOLARSHIP

Sydney Perkins & Olivia Pearson 

LAGRANT  FOUNDATION  SCHOLARSHIP

Chanel Taylor 

(BOTH  P ICTURED  BELOW )



CHANEL 
TAYLOR

Recipient of the LAGRANT 
Foundat ion Scholarship

The LAGRANT Foundation (TLF) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization 
based in Los Angeles that addresses the lack of diversity in the 

advertising, marketing, and public relations fields. As part of one of 
their many career-building programs for minorities, TLF offers yearly 
scholarships to students who are pursuing advertising, marketing, or 

public relations degrees. Out of the 100 scholarships offered, 60 of 
them are given to undergraduate minorities. 

 
Our own Wayne State PRSSA member Chanel Taylor was 

chosen to be a recipient of this nationally-based award! 
 

Since its establishment two decades ago, TLF has awarded $2.13 
million in scholarships to 411 ethnic minority students and has provided 

in excess of 300 internships and full-time employment.  
 

“This scholarship means so much to me because I apply for 
scholarships regularly and have received a lot of declines,” Taylor 

said. “This scholarship will help pay for my education, and advance 
me as a professional at the leadership conference.” 

 
In addition to the $2,000 award, Taylor will be traveling to New York 

City for TLF’s leadership conference in May. 
 

"It motivates me to continue applying for scholarships and other 
opportunities,” Taylor said. “This is such a blessing. I'm grateful to 

God and the LAGRANT Foundation for winning this award." 
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Growing up, there was no question that I would attend college and earn my degree. My parents, with my 
best interest in mind, demanded this of me and I accepted it. The decision was made for me at a time when I 

was not mature enough to think and decide for myself. Although I am ultimately glad that I followed 
through with my parents’ wishes, my college career got off to a bit of a rocky start. 

 
I began my college journey as an engineering major. My decision to pursue engineering was not well thought 

out. None of my own particular interests or skills were factored into this decision; I chose engineering 
because my dad is an engineer and he makes a respectable living. I was attending college mostly to please 
my parents at this point, so what better way to do this than to follow my father’s footsteps? My flawed logic 

revealed itself as I quickly realized that the engineering field was not suitable for me. 
 

Fear of disappointing my parents caused me remain silent while suffering through Wayne’s engineering 
curriculum. During this depressing time, I isolated myself. I went to school, completed my minimum 

requirements for the day and came home without ever voicing my concerns to anybody. I continued this 
destructive behavior for nearly two years before I hit my breaking point and decided to do some soul- 

searching. 
 

I began journaling my thoughts, contemplating my skills and interests and exploring other options. Writing 
served as a huge asset to me during this decision-making process. Putting my thoughts on paper had a 
magical way of clearing the clutter that regularly consumed my brain and I eventually fell in love with it. 

Writing quickly became the main thing that I wanted to pursue, but I didn’t know exactly how I wanted to 
pursue it. Thankfully, I was exposed to Public Relations Students Society of America (PRSSA). 

 
During my investigation of writing-based careers, I received an invite from two representatives of Wayne 
State PRSSA to the group’s recruitment initiative known as the “WSU PRSSA Welcome Mixer.” Their pitch 

intrigued me, so I decided to check it out. 
 

Before the mixer was completed, I was sold.  The event explained the public relations field, presented the 
many unique opportunities that PRSSA had to offer and was full of students that I immediately connected 
with. By the event’s end, I was overwhelmed by the following thoughts: “These are my people. This is where 

I’m supposed to be. I finally fit in.” I could not get my application in quicker. I finally worked up enough 
courage to tell my parents that I wanted to switch my major and after they saw my face light up while 

explaining public relations and PRSSA to them, they were very supportive. 
 

Through Wayne State PRSSA, I have experienced many facets of public relations first-hand, enhanced my 
communication skills and significantly grown my professional network. But most importantly, I have 

developed a sense of self-awareness and become confident in my abilities. Wayne State PRSSA was my 
mentor during a time of need. 

 
Now here I am, writing the editor’s note for Wayne State PRSSA’s Salute newsletter a month before 

graduation, with so many people to thank. 
 

For Salute, I’d like to thank DTE for sponsoring the newsletter, all contributing writers and my partner, 
Anjelica Dudek, whose work was absolutely vital to the newsletter’s construction and completion. 

I would also like to thank all who donated to and sponsored Wayne State PRSSA, providing our members 
extraordinary opportunities such as the PRSSA National Conference. 

 
Lastly, I’d like to thank the Wayne State PRSSA alumni who were involved in the chapter’s first ever 

mentorship program, the 2017-2018 executive board who were an absolute pleasure to work with and the 
director of our program, Dr. Shelly Najor for running a program that will have an everlasting impact on me 

and so many others. 
 

Sincerely, 
Zack Termini 

Letter from the Editor
By Zack Termini

Announcing the 2018-2019 Wayne State 
PRSSA Executive Board Members

President: 
VP of Membership Services: 
VP of Programming: 
Assistant Programming Director: 
VP of Digital Communication: 
VP of Internal Communication: 
VP of Fundraising: 
Assistant Fundraising Director: 
VP of Recruitment: 
Internship Coordinator:

MacKenzie Zoschnick 
Jamie Bigelow 
Chanel Taylor 
Tracy Daniel 
Jennifer DeWalls 
Alex Burgel 
Madison Kuhn 
Tega Orhorhoro 
Olivia Pope 
Bianca Kashat


